Earl Prize / Graduate Studio Design Excellence
Fall 2015

The Illinois School of Architecture is pleased to announce the winners of the Earl Prizes in Design (undergraduate) and the Graduate Awards for Design Excellence (graduate) for the Fall 2015 Semester. These awards recognize the outstanding student work completed in design studio courses at all levels of the curriculum.

Earl Prizes in Design - Review Committee: B. Bognar, S. Murray, J. Stallmeyer
The Earl Prizes are funded with income from an endowment bequeathed by Edward C. Earl. Prizes and are awarded for excellence in undergraduate design studios

**ARCH271**

1\(^{st}\) Place  Sam Watts – Emmons, Melgarejo de Berry
2\(^{nd}\) Place  Jesse Han – Emmons, Melgarejo de Berry
3\(^{rd}\) Place  Paul Wood – Emmons, Melgarejo de Berry
HM        Xinyi Chen – Emmons, Melgarejo de Berry
HM        Leyi Zhang – Emmons, Melgarejo de Berry

**ARCH373**

1\(^{st}\) Place  Alex Brosh - Emmons
2\(^{nd}\) Place  Adam Souhrada - Bliss
3\(^{rd}\) Place  Bokang Du - Xu
HM        Marija Sassine – Taylor
HM        Saina Xiang – Bliss
HM        Peter Westerfield – Loew

**ARCH475**

1\(^{st}\) Place  Lena Reiff – Worn
2\(^{nd}\) Place  Zeyu Liu – Hutson
3\(^{rd}\) Place  Luz Upegui – Worn
HM        Liu Lichao – Amirzadeh
HM        Qiuju Yue – Amirzaden
HM        Theradej Nasueb - Hutson


**ARCH471**

1\(^{st}\) Place  Yujue Gu – Lewis
2\(^{nd}\) Place  Datchpun Wungtanagorn – Lewis

**ARCH57X**

1\(^{st}\) Place  Rakan Ayyoub, Brian Cruse, John Harmon – Armstrong
2\(^{nd}\) Place  Livuan Ge – Hemingway
3\(^{rd}\) Place  Brian Henks, Tim Kennedy, Yang Yu – Stallmeyer
HM        Zeinab Bablou, Raphael Rogali – Armstrong
HM        Elsa Reifsteck, Kristen Reifschneider – Bartumeus
HM        Ishan Grover, Nahid Akram – Bognar